Summary
This is a proposal for the adoption of a simplified means for structural strength calculation based on energy method.
Adopting The following expression is usually applied with regards to external force. (5) The energy function K= V -T will be expressed as follows by applying the functions ( 4 ) and ( 5 ) 
When the coordinates in the connection point are given in formula (9), the vectors of rotation are given as the definite vector coefficients. 
When we substitute the sequential condition, given in formula (10) for formula ( 8 ) and take the stationary point of K, the formula relative to the structural element m is given in the following expression. Figure 9 , setting boundary conditions both as having two edges simply supported / two edges fixed, and as having four edges fixed.
The combined double-hulled structures also shown in Figure 9 used idealized double skinned panels assigned the same boundary conditions as our FEM model by assuming the adjacent structures, such as side shell and transverse bulkheads, to have infinitely high or small outplane rigidities so as to accommodate the boundaries.
Calculations by our proposed method were then compared with the numerical results obtained by means of FEM. The comparisons are shown for deflection in Table 5 Code distribution of functions for single hull structure Table 6 Design Variable for double hull structure we have tried to optimize hull structure designs by using genetic algorithms through the method here suggested. The weight evaluation in this paper is limited to that of the double bottom structure.
1 Calculation Model
We applied genetic algorithms to the bulk carrier structure shown in Fig. 16 Each gene has a lower limit, an upper limit and a step value, such that each gene progresses from step to step in discrete intervals. Table 6 shows independent variables of this model and the set of lower limits, upper limits and steps for each variable.
The object of this process is limited to examination of the application of genetic algorithms to structural optimization in initial hull planning. Optimization of conditions in order to obtain optimum value is not within the confines of this discussion. Accordingly, the conditions are established by referring to a previous thesis [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] Furthermore, we examined its application in structural optimization, combining our analytical results and genetic algorithms. Our conclusions are summarized as follows :
-Genetic algorithms are appropriate methods for structural optimization, and are especially applicable to an optimization problem using multifarious discrete independent variables. -Our analysis using this method required about 1 hours with 80 generation changes. This relatively small time consumption demonstrates the method to be an efficient tool with regard to structural optimization in initial hull structure planning.
